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NOTES

THE RESULT WHEN ONE OF TWO ALTERNATIVE CONTINGENT REMAINDERS IS VOID

INTRODUCTION

Under the rule against perpetuities, a limitation is void unless it is certain that the estate will vest, if it is ever to vest at all, within the period required by the rule. If there is any possibility that the event upon which the estate is limited may occur after that time, the limitation is too remote. However, a devise is sometimes limited to take effect upon the happening of either of two alternative contingencies. One of these may be such that it could occur subsequent to the period of time allowed by the rule against perpetuities, although the other is one which must occur within that period, if it is to occur at all. It is the purpose of this note to consider under what circumstances such alternative contingencies are separable and to discover the effect of the invalidity of one provision upon the validity of the other.

ALTERNATIVE CONTINGENT REMAINDERS

Although it is well established that a remainder cannot be limited after a fee, estates may be limited so that the remainder will go to one of two persons upon the occurrence of a certain contingency. These future estates are called alternative remainders or remainders with a double aspect. If through the happening of the requisite condition, the first remainder vests, the other remainder fails entirely. The second remainder vests only if the first fails. In order for the second remainder to be valid, both alternative remainders must be contingent. The second remain-

1. In the vast majority of the cases, the alternative remainders are remainders in fee; however, they could also be valid alternative remainders in fee tail or for life.
2. In the leading case of Luddington v. Kime, 1 Ld. Raym. 203, 91 Eng. Rep. 1031 (1697), there was a devise to A for life, remainder to his male issue in fee simple, remainder over to B if A should die without male issue. These remainders were alternative, and only one could vest. The vesting of one and the defeat of the other were to take place at the death of A. If the remainder to B had been limited upon a different contingency which would have caused vesting at a later time, or if the limitation to A's issue had been vested, the remainder to B would have been a remainder limited after a fee.
der is necessarily contingent, and if the first is vested, the second could take effect only by defeating or destroying the first. The first remainder's being vested would make the second a remainder limited after a fee, and thus void as a common law remainder, although good as an executory limitation.\(^3\) Accordingly, the great weight of American authority is to the effect that when there are limitations in the alternative and the first is to an ascertained person and in form unconditional, followed by a condition subsequent in form, the first limitation is a vested remainder and the second is an executory interest.\(^4\)

On the other hand, limitations in the alternative with a condition precedent in form attached are construed by many courts as contingent remainders in the alternative,\(^5\) in accordance with *Luddington v. Kime*. However, even in such circumstances some courts regard the first limitation as a vested remainder, if at all possible, because of the tendency to construe remainders as vested rather than contingent.\(^6\) In so doing, the courts disregard the fact that the condition is precedent in form and hold that it is

---


in fact subsequent. Nevertheless, the court's finding that the first limitation is to unascertained persons will aways make the remainders contingent.7

THE GENERAL RULE AND ITS DEVELOPMENT

In instances where an estate is limited on alternative contingencies, one within and one beyond the period allowed by the rule against perpetuities, courts have almost uniformly held that the invalidity of one provision does not affect the validity of the other. However, many courts have used language to the effect that in the aforementioned circumstances the validity of the provision not void for remoteness depends upon the happening of the event,8 i.e., whether the contingency does happen which is not invalid for remoteness. This language of the courts about the happening of the event leads to some possibility of confusion about whether the validity of the contingency not void for remoteness may be determined prior to the happening of the event—at the time of the testator's death rather than at the termination of the prior estate, for example. This language results from a confusion of two problems: first, the validity of the limitation; second, whether the gift will vest. The limitation upon the valid contingency is valid from the effective date of the will, although it must await the occurrence of the condition precedent to its vesting, like every other contingent limitation, and possibly may never vest.

Illustrative of this confusion of language is the statement of the rule made in Jackson v. Phillips9 by Gray, J.:

But if the testator distinctly makes his gift over to depend upon what is sometimes called an alternative contingency, or upon either of two contingencies, one of which may be too remote and the other cannot be, its validity depends upon the event. . . .

7. Friedman v. Friedman, 283 Ill. 383, 119 N.E. 321 (1918); Ruddell v. Wren, 208 Ill. 508, 70 N.E. 751 (1904); Wunderlich v. Bleyle, 96 N.J. Eq. 135, 125 Atl. 386 (Ch. 1924); Whitesides v. Cooper, 115 N.C. 570, 20 S.E. 295 (1894); In re Long's Estate, 225 Pa. 39, 73 Atl. 981 (1909); Allison v. Allison's Executors, 101 Va. 537, 44 S.E. 904 (1903).


The case of *Quinlan v. Wickman* illustrates why the language in the aforementioned case is somewhat misleading. This case involved a will which bequeathed trust money in the hands of the trustee to the testatrix' daughter on two contingencies, one depending on the death of another daughter without leaving any children, and the other depending on the death of the last surviving-child of such daughter before any of her children reached the age of thirty years. The plaintiffs alleged that the will, in attempting to dispose of the property in trust, was violative of the rule against perpetuities and thus an ineffective devise. They claimed that upon the death of the testatrix her four children, her only heirs at law, became seised in fee, as tenants in common. However, the court held that the first limitation was lawful even though the second was invalid for remoteness. Accordingly, when the court said that the gift "will take effect or not according to the event," the court referred to the vesting of the gift and not to its validity. The gift upon the valid contingency is valid from the effective date of the will, even though its vesting depends upon the happening of the condition precedent to its vesting. Moreover, there is the possibility that the event will never happen, and, if it does not, the remainder will simply fail like any other contingent remainder.

**English Precedents**

When the gift was made on two contingencies, stated in the alternative, the earliest English cases that dealt with the question treated it as two gifts for purposes of the rule against perpetuities, and one contingency was held valid and the other invalid. These earlier decisions properly tended to construe the gifts separately, when it could be done.

A leading English case on this question of alternative contingent limitations and a good example of the application of this rule was *Goring v. Howard*. Personal property was given to trustees to hold to A for life, and after his death to his children

---

10. 233 Ill. 39, 84 N.E. 35 (1908).
on their reaching twenty-five, and in case none of A's sons reached twenty-five or if A died without issue living at his death, then over. Although the gift limited on A's son's not reaching twenty-five was clearly void, the gift over on A's dying without issue at his death was held good. Here the whole gift was not void for remoteness. The contingencies in this case were separable. Upon the happening of the valid contingency—A's dying without issue—the gift over took effect.

Other English cases with analogous factual situations have said the rule is clearly settled that when one of two alternative contingent limitations is too remote, and the other is capable of taking effect, the court will simply disregard the invalid limitation.13

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RULE BY AMERICAN DECISIONS

Although the problem was discussed in a dictum to Dunlap v. Dunlap,14 the first American case dealing directly with the problem was Armstrong v. Armstrong.15 The latter case involved a gift by will to A for life, and after his death to his children, but in case A die without issue at the time of his death or such issue themselves die without issue, then over. It happened that the devisee did die without leaving issue at his death. The court here set out the rule that,

Where a limitation is made to take effect on two alternative events or contingencies with a double aspect, one of which is too remote, and the other valid, as being within the prescribed limits, although it is void so far as it depends upon the remote event, it will be allowed to take effect on the alternative one.16

Since the first event, i.e., the death of A without issue, must necessarily have happened, if at all, within the prescribed period, the gift over was clearly valid, and would vest when that event happened. If, however, the first taker had died leaving issue, the gift over would have failed since the second event—the death of

14. 4 S.C. Eq. (4 Desauss.) 305 (1812).
15. 53 Ky. (14 Monroe) 333 (1854).
16. Id. at 346.
such issue without issue—was one that might not have happened within the prescribed limits of the rule against perpetuities.

Soon afterward, other American cases arose in which the testator had provided for limitations based on alternative contingencies. In these, the testators themselves had separated the events so as to make the gift over take effect on the happening of either of two events. The courts then had no difficulty allowing the valid alternative limitation to stand.17 Typical of the results achieved in the great majority of the cases was the holding in Jackson v. Phillips.18 There the court concluded:

But if the testator distinctly makes his gift over to depend upon what is sometimes called an alternative contingency, or upon either of two contingencies, one of which may be too remote and the other cannot be, its validity depends upon the event; or, in other words, if he gives the estate over on one contingency which must happen, if at all, within the limit of the rule, and that contingency does happen, the validity of the distinct gift over in that event will not be affected by the consideration that upon a different contingency which might or might not happen within the lawful limit, he makes a disposition of his estate, which would be void for remoteness.19

The rule was again recognized in the leading case of Moroney v. Haas,20 where there was a devise of income in trust to A for life, and then to her children or their issue until her youngest child was twenty years of age, when the devised property was to be divided among the living issue. However, in case A left no children or issue of a deceased child surviving her, or in case no surviving child attained the age of twenty-five years and all should die without issue, the property held in trust was to go over. Applying the aforementioned rule, the Supreme Court of Illinois held that the former, valid provision was separable from and not affected by the latter, invalid one and could thus be given effect.

18. 96 Mass. (14 Allen) 539 (1867).
19. Id. at 572.
20. 277 Ill. 467, 115 N.E. 648 (1917).
In *Re Trevor*21 the New York Court of Appeals rather dramatically explained the operation and purpose of the doctrine previously discussed:

The will is to be read in the light of what has happened, not so much for the purpose of determining its validity as for the purpose of seeing clearly by such light what is possible in the way of separating the good from the bad. In thus construing the will, the court does not perform a radical operation to remove a malignant growth when either the disease or the operation will take the life out of the testamentary document. The irritation of invalidity has produced not a cancer, but, at worst, an epidermal callosity which may be harmlessly eliminated. A pencil may be drawn through the objectionable alternative provisions of the will which postpone vesting beyond the end of a second life. A perfectly good and workable will remains.22

The case of *Springfield Safe Deposit and Trust Co. v. Ireland*23 presents a most unusual factual situation. Here the testator established by a will, dated May 17, 1881, a trust of all his estate, the net income to go to his only child, A, for life. At A's death the income was to go in equal shares to her children then living, the lawful issue of any child then deceased to take his parent's share by representation. In the month of January, 1922, or if A had not died by that time in the first January after the death of A, the principal was to go to her then living children and the lawful issue of any of her deceased children as tenants in common. However, if none of her children or grandchildren were alive at that time, then over. The testator thus had undertaken to provide for any other children that A might possibly have. The testator died in 1891. When A died in 1928, she left surviving her only one son, who was born before the death of the testator.

It may be seen that the remainder was to vest in the month of January, 1922 in case A was dead; however, if A lived beyond January, 1922, then the estate would vest in the first January after her decease, a period not more than twelve months from the death of A. In effect, the gift over would thus vest within a life or lives in being and twelve months at the latest and would not be too remote. It must be noted, however, that the limitation

22. Id. at 18, 145 N.E. at 69.
which vests the estate at the earlier period, January, 1922, is held invalid as a violation of the rule against perpetuities. This rule, which was created to prevent remoteness in vesting, thus operates in this case so that the limitation which in point of time vests the estate at an earlier period is void for remoteness. In contrast, cases considered thus far held the alternative contingency vesting the estate at the earlier period to be valid and the limitation vesting the estate at the more remote period to be invalid because of remoteness. Also, this case is important because it demonstrates that where an estate is limited on alternative contingencies, one within and one beyond the period allowed by the rule for the vesting of estates, the rule that holds that the valid one not to be voided by the invalid one applies not only to alternative contingent remainders but also applies to a subsequent limitation that takes effect by cutting off a prior one, i.e., an executory limitation. In the instant case, the limitation over took effect as a springing executory devise, since, upon the death of the life tenant, her heir had to wait until the January thereafter when the legal title in fee vested in him and the trust discharged.

The rule has had general application in this country. The bulk of the later American cases, as well as the earlier ones considered, have uniformly held that contingencies may be split so as to give effect to the valid one when the testator himself separates the limitation to take effect on the happening of either of two events. The very few cases that have held otherwise seem

24. A limitation violates the rule against perpetuities unless it is certain at the time of the death of the testator that the estate will vest within the period required by the rule. If, by any possibility, the event upon which the estate is limited may occur after that time, the limitation is too remote. In the instant case, there was a possibility that A might give birth to a child soon after the testator's death. A and her first son might then have died soon after the death of the testator in 1891. If their deaths had occurred before January 1901 and the child born after the testator's death lived until January, 1922, the interest of this child would not have vested within 21 years after a life or lives in being at the death of the testator. Thus, that limitation is void because of the possibility of vesting at too remote a time.

26. Id. at 261.
to be erroneous decisions in which the courts failed to separate provisions which were clearly separable.\textsuperscript{28}

**CONSIDERATIONS THAT AFFECT THE APPLICATION OF THE RULE**

Important considerations in determining whether the valid alternative contingent limitation or valid alternative provision of a trust can be separated from the invalid and prevent the whole from being cut down are: whether the invalid provision is such an integral part of a general scheme that a separation would destroy the testator's intent that these dispositions be a part of the whole,\textsuperscript{29} and whether or not a separation would result in an unjust distribution of the estate.\textsuperscript{30} In applying these rules, the court does not discover and effectuate the intent of the testator but actually carries out within the law what he presumably would have wished in a situation he never contemplated.\textsuperscript{31} Thus, courts have reasoned that the valid provision will be upheld only if the valid alternative limitations can be separated from the invalid ones and be given effect without doing violence to the intention.


\textsuperscript{29} In Donohue v. McNichol, 61 Pa. 73 (1869), the court, by way of dicta, erroneously failed to separate clearly distinct alternative limitations and indicated that the valid provisions also would be void for remoteness. In Brooker v. Brooker, 130 Tex. 27, 106 S.W.2d 247 (1937), the court failed to separate provisions that were clearly separable. McCrery v. Johnston, 90 W. Va. 80, 110 S.E. 464 (1922) involved a situation where there were two separate gifts over, one of which was too remote. The court on dubious authority held both gifts over invalid on the ground that the testator would have wished both gifts or neither to take effect.

\textsuperscript{30} Rong v. Haller, 109 Minn. 191, 123 N.W. 471 (1909); Tilden v. Green, 130 N.Y. 29, 50, 28 N.E. 880, 883 (1891); Tilden's Estate, 272 Pa. 143, 116 Atl. 392 (1922).

\textsuperscript{31} Lepard v. Clapp, 80 Conn. 29, 66 Atl. 780 (1907); Benedict v. Webb, 98 N.Y. 460 (1885).

\textsuperscript{31} Blake v. Hawkins, 98 U.S. 315 (1878); Hewitt v. Green, 77 N.J. Eq. 345, 77 Atl. 25 (Ch. 1910).
of the testator and destroying his scheme for the disposition of his property.32 Accordingly, only in the situations where the will constitutes one testamentary scheme will the valid alternative contingency be held void, since to do otherwise would either violate the testator's intention or produce obvious injustice.

In many instances it is helpful to consider the objects of the gift and the persons who would take in the event of total or partial intestacy. Thus, if the void alternative contingent limitation is in favor of persons who would be the testator's heirs or next of kin, the other, valid provisions may be sustained without substantial change in the plan of disposition intended.33 There is a weaker case for separation if the illegal gift over is to strangers or distant relatives, and the result of separation would be to vest this property in the testator's heirs or next of kin.34 It must be remembered that in these cases the general standard prevalent throughout is the prevention of unjust distribution. Thus, even in the latter situation the court is not defeating the presumable intent of the testator as it might if it declared an intestacy as to the whole and divided it according to the statutes of distribution. In general, it may be said that where a separation or split of contingencies will give children or other descendants, intended to take a limited estate under a will, that estate plus an interest in fee to their issue or survivors, most courts presume that the testator would prefer this separability of alternative contingencies to a complete intestacy.35

RULE OF SEPARABLE LIMITATIONS — WHERE TESTATOR HAS NOT SEPARATED CONTINGENCIES

Up to now, consideration has been directed at situations where the instrument provides for a future disposition of the

32. In the cases of Thorne v. Continental National Bank, 305 Ill. App. 222, 27 N.E.2d 302 (1940); Easton v. Hall, 323 Ill. 397, 410, 154 N.E. 216, 220 (1926); and Letcher's Trustee v. Letcher, 302 Ky. 448, 194 S.W.2d (1946), the alternative limitations were held inseparable.

33. Quinlan v. Wickman, 233 Ill. 39, 84 N.E. 38 (1908); and Lawrence v. Smith, 163 Ill. 149, 45 N.E. 259 (1896) seem to indicate the Illinois rule is that where there is an invalid alternative limitation, if the prior estates are given to particular heirs, their interests are separable, but if the prior estates are given to all those who would ultimately take as heirs, there is a complete intestacy.

34. Thompson v. Thompson, 55 How. Pr. 494 (N.Y. 1876).

property by making alternative limitations, one of which is invalid for remoteness of vesting and the other valid. On the other hand, there are situations where the testator has not expressed both contingencies.\textsuperscript{36} In such circumstances, the English cases that are precedents for the American decisions have refused to take the next logical step forward. They will not imply alternative contingencies even where it is evident that the testator intended such a division. Unless the division of contingencies is expressly made by the donor, the gift will be altogether invalid.\textsuperscript{37} Courts will not split the contingencies for the testator where he did not do so himself, even though it may well be that he contemplated such a separation.

A much cited English case on this point is \textit{Proctor v. The Bishop of Bath and Wells.}\textsuperscript{38} Here there was a disposition to the first son of A who should be bred a clergyman, and if A had no such son, then over. A never had a son, but even if one had been born, he could have taken holy orders any time during his life—which might well have been more than twenty-one years after the death of A. The court recognized that the limitation encompassed two events, namely, if no son were ever born, or that being born, he did not take holy orders. It is apparent that the first contingency alone would be perfectly good. The court, however, held that it could not divide the limitation and that the devise over was also void since it depended on the same event. Thus, it may be seen that the rule is not based on presumed intent but is really a question of the words used in the instrument.

\textsuperscript{36} An explanation by way of example is in order here. If a testator should devise his realty to A for life with remainder in fee to the first son of A who should become a law professor, but if A has no such son, then to B in fee, the gift to B would be void for remoteness, even though A died without ever having had any son at all. B's gift would have been valid if the testator had separated the contingencies by saying that B takes if none of A's sons becomes a law professor or if A has no son. According to the rule of separable limitations, the courts will not separate if the testator failed to do so.


Again, In re Hancock, a leading English case, illustrates the principle. In this situation there was a bequest of personality in trust for A for life, and on her death in trust for her children upon attaining twenty-five, if sons, or upon attaining twenty-one, or marriage, if daughters, but in default of such issue, then over. A died without having had a son. It was held that the gift over was not separable and was too remote. As Williams, L. J. declares in this case:

When a testator, having made a gift, has not divided it into two gifts or alternative gifts, the law generally will not do it for him merely because the contingency upon which the gift is to take effect is, so to speak, a compound contingency, capable of being divided into two events.

Thus, according to the cases considered, it seems that the English courts will not hold a gift over made in words setting out only one event to be made into two events, although it may consist very reasonably of two contingencies, unless the testator has himself expressed both contingencies. Why do the courts persist in refusing to split the contingencies when the testator has neglected to do so? The rule has been called a purely technical one and a question of authorities. Nevertheless, courts have tried to justify the rule by assertions that the phraseology of a will should not be altered in order to put a construction upon it that will obviate the difficulties arising out of the rule against perpetuities. As has been expressed in Dungannon v. Smith, by such a mode of construction any devise that is void for remoteness because it may take effect more than twenty-one years beyond lives in being, although it may also take effect within that period, may be interpreted as a devise upon the happening of an event within the period allowed by the rule against perpetuities. The devise would be lawful in such a case. In fact, as has been stated, if the courts could split every contingency for the purposes of applying the rule against perpetuities,

... the only case where a contingency would be wholly bad would be one which by its terms precluded any event except one which necessarily would take place beyond the period of the rule.

39. 1 Ch. 482 (1901).
40. Id. at 495.
41. Miles v. Harford, L.R. 12 Ch. Div. 691 (1879).
42. 12 Cl. & Fin. 546, 8 Eng. Rep. 1523 (1845).
43. 2 SIMES, op. cit. supra note 37, at 393.
The rule that the law will not split a gift if the testator has not himself done so was adopted early by the American courts.44 Accordingly, the point was made in Gray v. Whittemore,45 where in English authorities are discussed, that where the testator has made a gift in words expressing only one contingency, though depending upon a dual event or compound contingency, the courts will not split this up into two contingencies, one good and one bad, and sustain the limitation on the ground that the good contingency has taken place.

A case of particular interest on this proposition is that of In re Wilcox46 where it was provided that the income from a trust was to go to A for life, the income then to go to A's issue during their minority and the principal to be divided among them at their maturity, but if A died without issue who should attain twenty-one, then over. The court held that a will cannot be said to provide for alternative dispositions of personalty, where the alternative is only in the sense that every gift over may be said to be alternative—on non-occurrence of the contingency on which the gift is dependent. However, the intention—a fundamental factor in construing a will47 was apparent that the contingent remainderman should take in the event that the life tenant die without issue, as well as in the event that she die with issue surviving who fail to attain the age of twenty-one. This case is an excellent example of the unjustness of the rule that courts will not imply alternative contingent limitations even where it is evident that the testator intended such division if the division into contingencies is not made by the testator himself. In this case the invalid contingency never occurred,48 but the court refused to recognize the valid contin-

45. 192 Mass. 367, 78 N.E. 422 (1906).
48. The limitation over in the will on the death of all issue of A before attaining twenty-one was invalid according to the New York statute, which provided that a contingent limitation of a remainder in personal property to be lawful must be such as necessarily would occur within two lives in being at the testator's death. This limitation might suspend the absolute ownership of personal property during lives not in being at the testator's death.
gency (not expressed in words) and declared the gift void. As has been contended by Bartlett, J. in the dissenting opinion in Re Wilcox, to refuse to give effect to the intent unless the testator has specifically made the gift over to the same person twice, once on the death of the life tenant without issue who attain the age of twenty-one, and again on the death of the life tenant without issue, though the second necessarily includes the first, is a senseless requirement involving faulty, redundant composition and wording. It is submitted that the rule should be that, if a limitation void for remoteness not only in its terms logically includes a valid limitation, but leaves it obvious as to what that valid limitation means, and the valid limitation seems to carry out the testator's intent, that limitation should be given effect.

EXCEPTIONS WHEREIN CONTINGENCIES ARE DIVIDED BY THE COURT

There are a few cases which contravene the authorities holding that they will not split the contingencies where the testator has not expressly separated them. A notable exception to the general rule is the case of Doe d. Evers v. Challis. Here there was a devise of land to A for life, and on her death to any sons she might have who might live to the age of twenty-three and to any daughters who might attain twenty-one; and if A died without leaving any sons who attained twenty-three or any daughters who attained twenty-one, then over. A died without having any children. Here there was a single expression of two contingencies, and the gift over on one event (A's dying without any children at all) would take effect as a true remainder, while on the other (A's having neither sons who reached twenty-three nor daughters who reached twenty-one) as an executory devise. It was held that the gift over took effect as a remainder on the death of A and that the vesting of the remainder could not be voided by the invalid executory devises in the same instrument. Thus, it may be stated that if a gift over will take effect on one event as a contingent remainder and on another as an executory devise, it may be valid as creating a remainder even though it would have been an invalid executory

50. 7 H.L. Cas. 531 (1859).
devise. 51 This case can be distinguished from the case of Proctor v. The Bishop of Bath and Wells, for in that case it was not possible for the limitation over to operate as a remainder, 52 since there was no particular estate there that could support a remainder. However, the doctrine of Evers v. Challis does not apply to interests in personality or equitable interests. 53 "Only where one contingency would make it a destructible interest and the other would not is this rule of splitting contingencies employed, 54 and neither equitable interests nor interests in personality are destructible. For the same reason, where contingent remainders are indestructible, the doctrine would seem not to apply." 55

Few authorities in the United States have departed from the doctrine that the court will not split contingencies where the testator has failed to separate them expressly. Nevertheless, in Edgerly v. Barker, 56 a well-reasoned case, there was a departure from the weight of authority. The testator, after providing for his own children, provided that when the youngest of his grandchildren, born and unborn, should arrive at the age of forty years the residue of the estate should be theirs. The court concluded that the invalidity of the devise to the grandchildren in that form, as violating the rule against perpetuities, would not defeat the devise to them, but, under the doctrine of cy pres, the estate would be allowed to vest in them when the youngest reached the age of twenty-one years. In this case and in cases following it, the courts seem to hold that where the specific intention of a testator is defeated on account of the rule against perpetuities, effect must be given to such alternative disposition as the testator would have made, if he had known of the invalidity of his limitation. 57

52. Ibid.
53. Hancock v. Watson, A.C. 14 (1902); In re Hancock, 1 Ch. 482 (1901); Re Thatcher’s Trusts, 26 Beav. 365, 53 Eng. Rep. 939 (1859); Gray, op. cit. supra note 51, § 339.
54. 2 Simes, op. cit. supra note 37, at 396.
55. Ibid.
56. 66 N.H. 434, 31 Atl. 900 (1891).
CONCLUSION

Often, testators, in their desire to provide for their children and even grandchildren, include in the disposition of their property provisions in violation of the rule against perpetuities. This disposition often takes the form of an estate limited on alternative contingent limitations, one within and one beyond the period allowed by the rule against perpetuities. In such circumstances, the courts usually split the contingencies and uphold the valid provision while striking out the invalid one. It the instrument is considered in its entirety, striking out the invalid alternative limitations does not usually result in such a destruction of the testator's testamentary scheme that valid alternative contingent limitations may not stand. In the great majority of cases, the legal alternative limitation may be separated from the illegal without doing injustice to the testator's main purpose, and his intent may thus be achieved to the extent that the law will permit. Also, even though the testator fails to split the alternative contingent limitations in situations where it is evident that the testator meant such a division, the courts should imply them. Application of the old, highly technical and unjust rule makes for faulty, excess wording and works to defeat the intent of testators and settlors.

IRVING M. MALNIK.